POWER MOVE #23
Getting $50 back on your new smart thermostat.
[Install one. Get a rebate. Done.]

The smart way to control your temp.
Heating and cooling is a big part of your utility bill. A smart thermostat makes it easy to save. It can automatically adjust the temperature based on patterns or when people are home, and you can control it remotely. That way, you never waste energy.

We’ll help with the cost, too. Get a $50 rebate when you buy and install any qualifying smart thermostat.

Learn more at MyTPU.org/PowerMoves.

⚠️ OTHER POWER MOVES TO PULL OFF:
- Deferred loans on windows, insulation and more—where you owe nothing until you sell your home.
- Rebates on heat pumps, water heaters, windows and more.
- Seven-year zero-interest loans on heat pumps, windows, insulation and more.

See what you qualify for online.

SAVE ENERGY. SAVE MONEY. SIMPLE. NOW THAT’S A POWER MOVE.